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Not many Marines can boast that
they were tutored by a Sergeant Major
of the Marine Corps. We were fortunate !
While we all know the Sergeant Major as
“Daddy Rabbit”, an apellation that he
probably knew of even though it was only
whispered quietly in private conversation.
But he was just that to most of us and we
were comfortable with the association.
We

are, of course, referring to the 8th
Sergeant Major of the Marine Corps John
R. Massaro. In public conversation he
was called “the Gunny”…he allowed us
that much. A hasty survey of those who
knew him in that capacity would say that
they remembered him as an SNCO who
lived and breathed Marine Corps. Single
minded and unforgiving of any deviation
from “The Book” (Marine Corps Manual).
At the same time he was generous in his
concern for the comfort and welfare of his
charges, often going the extra mile to accommodate them when duty did not interfere. He wanted us to be winners.

At the time we could not have known
that he would rise to the highest enlisted
office in the Corps…..but rise he did, and
deservedly so.
The Sergeant Major was never

known
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Sergeant Major of the Marine Corps
John R. Massaro
to trifle, in any way, with his example of
SNCO leadership in the Company. He
earned our respect by that example. He
came to us in August of 1955 and remained until First Force was formed in
1957. He epitomizes the Recon tradition
and is recognized by all who served with
him for that fact.
(Continued)

(Gunny—Continued from front page)

A Marine Corps Gunnery Sergeant's job
is to be the operations chief of a company
of Marines.
The rank of gunnery sergeant in the Marine Corps was established by the Navy personnel act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat. L.,
1009).
The qualifications and selection of Gunnery Sergeants in the "Old Corps" was explained in congressional testimony in 1912:
The following qualifications are required for appointment to the rank of gunnery sergeant:
A candidate for appointment as gunnery sergeant in the United States Marine
Corps should be sufficiently proficient in
the drill regulations to thoroughly drill
recruits and to drill the squad and company. He should be thoroughly conversant
with the nomenclature of the rapid-fire
and machine guns used in the naval service and be sufficiently acquainted with
their drill to be able to act as gun captains and to instruct the enlisted men in
their duties at such guns. He should have
knowledge of the kinds and quantities of
ammunition used in those guns. He should
have a thorough knowledge of the instructions pertaining to target practice. He
should have sufficient knowledge of the
system of accountability of the United
States Marine Corps to take charge of and
properly render the accounts of a guard
aboard ship, and should be competent in
all respects to perform the duties of a
first sergeant in charge of a guard on
ship to which no marine officer is attached; also a knowledge of the duties involved in the subsistence of men ordered
on detached duty, as well as the duties of
an officer in command of a part of a landing party on shore.
Gunnery sergeants are men selected
from the sergeants of the corps on account or superior intelligence, reliability,
and mechanical knowledge. The grade
was provided with the idea that they
should be somewhat higher in standard

than first sergeants; that their knowledge
of ordnance and of gunnery should be such
that they would be able to make minor repairs to guns—to supervise all work in connection with guns; to command detachments which were of such size as not to
warrant a commissioned officer being assigned to them. They are at present in command of marine detachments at naval
magazines; are performing duty as first
sergeants of regularly organized companies
at various posts; in connection with the repair of guns at various Marine Corps stations; in connection with the training of recruits; and, in general, performing duties
that require the utmost reliability. For a
number of years candidates for promotion
to this grade were required to take a special course of instruction before receiving
their warrants, but recently, because of the
lack of first sergeants and the numerous
small detachments organized, it has been
necessary to detail many of them for duty
as first sergeants. As soon as there are a
sufficient number of first sergeants available, it is intended to reestablish the school
and to give gunnery sergeants a thorough
course of instruction prior to their permanent appointment to this grade, in order
that they may be experts in all matters pertaining to the care and preservation of naval ordnance.

At the time of this congressional testimony
[1912] there were 82 Gunnery Sergeants in the
USMC.
Gunnery Sergeants are commonly referred
to by the informal abbreviation "gunny". This
nickname is usually regarded as a title of esteem and/or camaraderie, and is generally acceptable for use in all situations except formal
and ceremonial ones. Use of the term by lowerranking personnel, however, remains at the
Gunnery Sergeant's discretion.

BODFISH FOREVER

WE LOVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WE ARE UNIQUE IN OUR INFORMALITY
WE RESPECT EACH OTHER
WE TAKE PRIDE IN TRADITION
WE SUPPORT OUR MILITARY PERSONNEL
WE HONOR AND REMEMBER OUR VETERANS
WE ARE SO PROUD TO BE MARINES

This panorama of MCRD was taken from the southern edge of the grinder looking north to the Commanding General’s building in the center. It was assembled from four photographs taken during a visit
in August of 2009. Zoom in on it and explore! The buildings on the left and behind the bleachers are
modern dormitory style barracks which have replaced the Quanset huts which many remember. See
two platoons drilling on the grinder in front of the bleachers ? We’re left to wonder whether it’s squads
right or LPM. Hear the DI’s cadence ? Hear the heels digging into the asphalt..the slaps on rifle slings ?

A Short Biography
Sergeant Major Massaro was born in Cleveland,
Ohio on May 22, 1930. He graduated from Orrville
High School in Orrville, Ohio in 1948 and enlisted
in the United States Marine Corps on August 6,
1948. He underwent recruit training at Marine
Corps Recruit Depot Parris Island, South Carolina.
Following recruit training, Massaro was assigned
to the 1st Battalion 6th Marines as a rifleman, before transferring to Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton. He remained there until March 1950. From
Camp Pendleton he was assigned to the Marine Barracks, U.S. Navy Supply Depot, Clearfield, Utah as a
security guard. That was followed by the first of
three tours as a drill instructor at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot San Diego. He served on the drill
field until April 1952, when he rejoined the 1st Marine Division in Korea. He was decorated for actions
in combat during that tour.
From Korea Massaro returned to San Diego for
duty as a drill instructor and later as an instructor
at the Drill Instructor School. In August 1955 he
was a Company Gunnery Sergeant with the 1st
Marine Division’s Reconnaissance Company and
later the 1st Force Reconnaissance Company,
remaining there until November 1959. While
serving as the company Gunnery Sergeant he acquired the now famous spirited cry “Oorah!” He
there passed it on to the drill instructor students
and they, in turn, passed it on to their recruits.
Massaro was then transferred to Headquarters
and Headquarters Squadron 1st Marine Aircraft
Wing at Marine Corps Air Station Iwakuni, Japan.

He returned to the First Force Reconnaissance
Company as Company Gunnery Sergeant and later
as Company First Sergeant. In June 1963 he returned to San Diego for a third tour as a drill instructor, serving as Chief Drill Instructor.
Massaro then transferred to the InspectorInstructor Staff of the 4th Force Reconnaissance
Company in San Bernardino, California. In 1967
the Sergeant Major joined the 3rd Engineer Battalion in South Vietnam.. He was initially assigned as
a company First Sergeant and later became the battalion Sergeant Major.
He next reported to the Marine Corps Recruiting
Station in San Francisco, California, and served as
Recruiting Station Sergeant Major until August
1972. He than returned overseas and served as
Sergeant Major of Marine Aircraft Group 36 on Okinawa. Following that tour, he reported to Headquarters Marine Corps where he served as Sergeant
Major to the Inspector General of the Marine Corps.
In May of 197 he became Sergeant Major of the
1st Marine Division at Camp Pendleton, California,
and remained in that billet until his selection as
Sergeant Major of the Marine Corps. Sergeant Major John R. Massaro assumed the post of 8th Sergeant Major of the Marine Corps on 1 April 1977.
- Thanks to Wikipedia [The Sergeant Major is presently retired at Orem,
Utah with his wife Sheri. He will celebrate his 80th
birthday on May 22.] Semper Fi, Gunny !!
HU

A

prodigal 50’s era Recon Company
Marine who recently found his way homementioned the Company logo that we so
proudly display and commented that he
“was glad to see the “original” patch
again”.

on our cammies while we were on the base.
It is believed by many that this is the
prototype (archetype) for the 1st Recon
Battalion Logo and for that used by the
current Korean War Recon Marines group.
It may also have been copied with further
modifications by the Recon Company of the
1970’s era, 1993, and by several commercial endeavors.

A

Scan of “Original” 1955 patch
The first appearance of this logo is no
mystery to those who were in the Company in 1955. We remember how impatient we were to receive patches and the
enameled Zippo lighters both which were
sold at cost on a one-time subscription
only basis. The writer still has two of the
patches but his lighter was lost years ago.

replica of the “original” patch was
produced to commemorate the reunion of
50’s era Recon Company Marines at Nashville in 2008. The artwork was reproduced
and the fifth star of the Southern Cross,
which is oddly missing from the “original”,
was added. The color of the paddles was
changed to further distinguish the replica
from the original.

Opinions differ as to who designed the
logo. Some say one of our Corpsmen,
“Doc” McCoy, drew the original. Others
say it was SSgt. Burke, a platoon Sergeant.
Still others say it was group effort.

Soon after the patches arrived the logo
appeared on signs at the entrances to our
barracks and at various other locations in
the Company area around 15-B-9.
Captain

Finne stretched the rules for
us and said that we could wear the patch

Scan of 2008 Replica Patch
Numerous enquiries have been made in
an effort to find a similar logo in existence
before 1955. While claims have been made
in favor of an earlier origin no credible evidence has been produced to support such
claims. A photograph of a similar logo
taken before 1955 would settle the issue
conclusively. This is not a facetious challenge but rather an honest inquiry into the
history of the logo.
(Continued)

(Logo—Continued from previous page)

J. J. Evers

Who’s This?

Lou Mayers

Dewey
Auten
Sgt.
George

Dewey Auten sports new sign for back door
of 15-B-9. Notice that the Southern Cross
now has its fifth star at the bottom of logo.
Camp Horno 1957

First

Recon’s lineage in the Marine
Corps includes at least 25 redesignations
since 1937! During the Viet Nam War, they
served officially (as 1st Recon Battalion)
from March 1966 to March 1971. A common slogan among the Recon community:
SWIFT • SILENT • DEADLY! Probably originated sometime during this period and the
following logo appeared.
Recreation Room at barracks 15-B-9
The Company moved from 15-B-9 to
Camp Horno in May of 1955 and became
“Charlie” Company of the then embryonic
1st Recon Battalion. The logo, though
modified, was not left behind.

Viet Nam Era 1st Recon Battalion Logo

Hundreds of photographs exist of this
logo in Viet Nam and the Gulf. It remains
to this day as the symbol of the 1st Reconnaissance Battalion.
In

“C” Co. 1st Recon Bn at Camp Horno 1957

1993 the Battalion colors were
folded and the Division’s Recon once again
became Recon Company. During this period the logo was apparently modified to
reflect the change.
(Continued)

(Logo—Continued from previous page)

Recon Company Patch Circa 1993
In June of 2000 the Company was,
again, redesignated as the 1st Reconnaissance Battalion and remains as such to
the present day.

1st Recon Battalion Patch Circa 2000

Logo at 1st Recon Bn. Headquarters
August 2009
Comments which will clarify, add
to or correct this inquiry in the history
of the logo are welcomed.
Go to page 8 for the history of the 1st
Marine Division Guadalcanal Patch by
Benis Frank, the former Chief Historian
of the Marine Corps.

A

guy was driving around the back
woods of Tennessee and he saw a sign in
front of a broken down shanty-style house:
“Talking Dog for Sale”

He

rings the bell and the owner appears and tells him the dog is in the backyard. The guy goes into the back yard and
sees a nice looking Beagle sitting there.
“You talk?” he asks.
“Yep”, the Beagle replies.
’After the guy recovers from the shock
of hearing a dog talk, he says “So, what’s
your story?”

The

Beagle looks up and says, “Well, I
discovered that I could talk when I was
pretty young. I wanted to help the government, so I told the CIA and they had me
sworn into the toughest branch of the
armed services…..the United States Marines. You know one of their nicknames is
“ The Devil Dogs.”

In

no time at all they had me jetting
from country to country, sitting in rooms
with spies and world leaders; because no
one figured a dog woud be eavesdropping.

I

was one of their most valuable spies for
eight years running, but the jetting
around really tired me out, and I knew I
wasn’t getting any younger. So I decided
to settle down.

I retired from the Corps (8 dog years is
56 Corps years) and signed up for a job at
the airport to do some undercover security, wandering near suspicious characters
and listening in. I uncovered some incredible dealings and was awarded a
batch of medals. I go married, had a mess
of puppies, and now I’m just retired.”

The

guy is amazed. He goes back in
and asks the owner what he wants for the
dog.
“Ten dollars,” the guy says.
“Ten dollars? This dog is amazing!
Why on earth are you selling him so
cheap?”
“Because he’s such a bullshitter….he
never did any of that stuff. He was in the
Navy!”
[This could easily be transformed into another USN “Cushmaker” saga]
HU

Cheeezzzz ! C’mon Buzz....show a little more couth !

Timely Question………….Informed Opinion

A recent video was circulated

Recon Company, Headquarters Battalion, 1stMarDiv 1955
Outcasts from the Second Platoon

" Oh we didn't waste no Chinamen,
We didn't fight at all!
We spent our time at Del Mar
Beach;
We really had a ball.
We were chasing after women,
We would not re-enlist.
We lived it up on grapefruit
juice and
Horno Panther Piss"

on the internet depicting a journalist who challenged
the “effectiveness” of “waterboarding”. He
was confident that he could endure a mere
15 seconds of the questionable procedure.
The video…...if it is still available….was
seen at:
http://content1.clipmarks.com/
content/7E8ADC46-F3DD-4D6F-B1843A07CF501B7C
A former of member of Recon Company,
MSgt. Ray D. Anderton, who is an intelligence specialist, offers these comments:
“In 1966 when I changed MOS to 0251
(prisoner of war interrogator) what we now
know as "water boarding" was known as
"Chinese Water TORTURE" and, according
to all the powers that were (at that time)
was forbidden by the Geneva Conventions. We must all understand that we adhere to the Geneva Conventions related to
the humane treatment of enemy combatants
who become prisoners of war is in the hope
that our enemies will also treat any of our
who are captured in a humane manner. We
also understand that this has never been
the case -- but hope springs eternal. One
who has not undergone intensive water
boarding is in no way qualified to say
whether it is torture or not. Next time you
take a shower, place a small towel over
your face and then turn your face up to the
shower head. See how long you can stand
it. Now envision that it is being done repeatedly for hours on end. Do you now
think it is torture.
As an interrogator, one
of the first things you learn is that torture is
generally counter productive. The person
being tortured, after a time, will tell the torturer what the person being tortured thinks
his antogonist wants to know. Such information is highly unreliable and suspect. Therefore, a good interrogator will
never resort to torturing a subject to gain information.” Semper Fi,
Andy
Thanks Andy !

The Guadalcanal Patch
By Benis Frank
Marine Corps Chief Historian

"The machine has made warfare ponderous

but has also given it greater velocity . . . it is
conspicuous that what the machine has
failed to do right up to the present moment
is decrease by a single pound the weight an
individual has to carry in war.”
— S.L.A. Marshall, The Soldiers’ Load and the Mobility of a Nation —

Each face will lose his name,
and time will not defer,
but there will always be
the bond between
what we are
and what we were.

Then — Now — Forever !
— With apologies to Ned Broderick —

The 1st Division shoulder
patch originally was authorized
for wear by members of units
who were organic or attached to
he division in its four landings in
the Pacific War. It was the first
unit patch to be authorized for
wear in World War II and specifically commemorated the division's sacrifices and victory in
the battle for Guadalcanal.
As recalled by General Merrill
B. Twining, a lieutenant colonel
and the division's operations officer on Guadalcanal, for a short
time before the 1st left Guadalcanal for Australia, there had
been some discussion by the
senior staff about uniforming the
troops. It appeared that the Marines might have to wear Army
uniforms, which meant that they
would lose their identity and
Twining came up with the idea
for a division patch. A number of
different designs were devised by
both Lieutenant Colonel Twining
and Captain Donald L. Dickson,
adjutant of the 5th Marines, who
had been an artist in civilian life.
The one which Twining prepared
on the flight out of Guadalcanal
was approved by Major General
Alexander A. Vandegrift, the division commander. (Continued)

(Patch - Continued from previous page)

General Twining further recalled
that he drew a diamond in his
notebook and "in the middle of
the diamond I doodled a numeral one ... [and] I sketched in
the word 'Guadalcanal' down its
length ... I got to thinking the
whole operation had been under
the Southern Cross, so I drew
that in, too ... About an hour
later I took the drawing up to
the front of the aircraft to General Vandegrift. He said, 'Yes,
that's it!' and wrote his initials,
A.A.V., on the bottom of the
notebook page."
After he arrived in Brisbane,
Australia,
Colonel
Twining
bought a child's watercolor set
and, while confined to his hotel
room by a bout of malaria, drew
a bunch of diamonds on a big
sheet, coloring each one differently. He then took samples to
General Vandegrift, who chose
one which was colored a shade
of blue that he liked. Then Twining took the sketch to the Australian Knitting Mills to have it
reproduced, pledging the credit
of the post exchange funds to
pay for the patches' manufacture. Within a week or two the
patches began to roll off the
knitting machines, and Colonel
Twining was there to approve
them. General Twining further
recalled: "after they came off the
machine, I picked up a sheet of
them. They looked very good,
and when they were cut, I
picked up one of the patches. It
was one of the first off the machine.
The division's post exchanges
began selling the patches almost

immediately and they proved to
be popular, with Marines buying
extras to give away as souvenirs
to Australian friends or to send
home to families. Before long,
newly established Marine divisions, as well as the raider and
parachute units, and as the aircraft wings, sea-going Marines,
Fleet Marine Force Pacific units,
and others, were authorized to
have their own distinctive patch,
a total of 33, following the lead
of the 1st Marine Division. Marines returning to the United
States for duty or on leave from
a unit having a distinctive
shoulder insignia were authorized to wear that insignia until
they were assigned to another
unit having a shoulder patch of
its own. For many 1st Marine
Division men joining another
unit and having to relinquish
the wearing of the 1st Division
patch, this rankled.
Shortly after the end of the
war, Colonel Twining went to
now-Marine Commandant General Vandegrift saying that he
"no longer thought Marines
should wear anything on their
uniforms to distinguish them
from other Marines. He agreed
and the patches came off for
good."
-- Benis M. Frank

Sweepers man your brooms.
Clean sweep down fore and aft.
Sweep down all compartments,
passageways and ladders.
Throw all trash over the fantail.
That is all.
God Rest the good ship Wantuck — ”However Deep She May Lie”

Seen Here In The Hands Of A MARSOC Warrior

1

2

And Here In The Hands Of Two Grateful Geezers
The M39 EMR (Enhanced Marksmanship Rifle)
This medium sniper rifle, used by the USMC, including MARSOC, is an accurized and modified variant of the United States
Marine Corps Designated Marksman Rifle, itself a medium
sniper variant of the M14 rifle, which the EMR is set to replace
throughout the Corps.
The M39 EMR has had a number of modifications made to
the basic DMR (Designated Marksmanship Rifle) design:
* A variable-length stock
* The addition of an ergonomic pistol grip
*
A more durable Harris folding bi-pod
* MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail for the mounting of
aiming devices etc

IS THIS
FORTINI ?

4

3

scopes,

Like the DMR, the EMR is designed to be used as in the Designated Marksman role - a sniper unit integrated at the squad
level, typically with the ability to lay downrapid, accurate fire out
to 800 meters. The M39 is typically issued with match-grade
M118LR 175-grain Long Range ammunition.
M39 Enhanced Marksmanship Rifle Specifications:
Weight: 16.5 lbs (with sight, bipod fitted)
Length: 44.2 inches
Barrel length: 22 inches
Rate of fire : semi-automatic
Muzzle velocity : 2,832 feet per second
Caliber : 7.62mm x 51mm NATO
Magazine : 20 round box magazine

“A man fires a rifle for many years, and he goes to
war. And afterward he turns the rifle in at the armory, and he believes he’s finished with the rifle.
But no matter what else he might do with his
hands, love a woman, build a house, change his
son’s diaper, his hands remember the rifle”
- Anthony Swafford -

avowal
Added Dis
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